Prescription auditing in rural area
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ABSTRACT

Prescription is an order written by a physician, dentist or any other medical practitioner to the pharmacist to compound and dispense a specific medication for individual patient. Prescription auditing is a quality improvement process that seeks to improve patient care. The parameters which has to analyzed in the process of prescription auditing are, patient demographics, clinical diagnosis, department, prescribing standards, doctors name and signature. It is a prospective survey carried out in a rural area. About 50 prescription was collected. The study provides the effect of prescription auditing. Patients age sex, date of prescription, drugs name and signature of the prescriber, dose, dosage form, duration of treatment was collected and analyzed. About 96% of prescription contain patient name, 88% contain patient age, all of these prescription are written in brand names and 96% are written in small letter. About 60% of the prescription contain dose of the drug and 90% of drug dosage forms are included. Among 50 prescription, 36% are eligible for reading, 48% are partially eligible and 16% are not eligible for reading. Prescription audits is an educational activity, which promotes high-quality patient care and which should carried out regularly. A prescription audit is to designed to measure the compliance with the standards of the proven clinical practice and to record the required and the documented changes in the clinical practice, which are shown by the re-audits.
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Writing a prescription is an important mode of therapeutic intervention by the doctor for the patient. Prescription writing is a skill acquired through training. The quality of a prescription reflects the competence of a physician and his attitude towards rational prescribing. However, systematic reviews suggest that prescribing errors are common and can affect from 4.2 to 82% of prescriptions[4]. Rational use of drugs is based on use of right drug, right dosage at right cost which is well reflected in the world health organization (WHO) definition: "Rational use of drugs requires that patients receive medications appropriate to their clinical needs, in doses that meet their own individual requirements for an adequate period of time, at the lowest cost to them and their community"[5]. WHO has vigorously promoted the rational use of drugs through the Action Programme on Essential Drugs[6].

Surveillance of drug use by the doctors, within the institution as well as in the community is assuming an increasingly important role in therapeutics[7]. The continuous monitoring of prescriptions may help to identify the problems involved in therapeutic decisions and promote the rational prescribing[8].

Potential benefits of prescription audit are as follows:[9]

1. Identify and promote good practice
2. Improve professional practice and quality standards
3. Supports learning and development of staff and organizations
4. Identify and eliminate poor or deficient practice
5. Identify and eliminate waste
6. Promote working with multidisciplinary teams
7. Allocate resources (financial, human) to provide better patient care
8. Develop opportunities to present findings with relevant faculty and facilitate shared learning.

OBJECTIVE

The parameters which has to analyzed in the process of prescription auditing are, patient demographics, clinical diagnosis, department, prescribing standards, doctors name and signature.

METHODOLOGY

A Prospective survey was carried out in a rural area. The prescription was collected from rural area. The study provides the effect of prescription auditing. Patients age sex, date of prescription, drugs name and signature of the prescriber, dose, dosage form, duration of treatment will be collected and analyzed properly. These collected data will be subjected to proper statistical analysis.

Inclusion criteria: Patients who attained the Out-patient Department, Male & female patients were included in the Study, Data collected from 05/09/18 – 05/10/18

Exclusion criteria: Data before 05/09/18 and after 05/10/18

Data collection: Data collection was collected from rural area. Data were collected during the month, October 2018. About 50 prescriptions was collected. The study was descriptive and data was summarized as counts and percentage

RESULT

In the current research, prescription auditing in rural area was formulated. About 96% of prescription contain patient name, 88% contain patient age, all of these prescriptions are written in brand names and 96% are written in small letter. About 60% of the prescription contain dose of the drug and 90% of drug dosage forms are included. Among 50 prescription, 36% are eligible for reading, 48% are partially eligible and 16% are not eligible for reading.

Figure 1: Among 50 prescription 100% have date 94% have name 88% have age of the patient and 56% prescription have sex of the patient.

Figure 2: Among 50 prescription 96% of them are written in small letter and and 4% are in capital letter

Figure 3: Among 50 prescription 36% are eligible for reading 48% are partially eligible and 16% are not eligible for reading.
DISCUSSION

In the current research, prescription auditing in rural area was formulated. About 96% of prescription contain patient name, 88% contain patient age, all of these prescriptions are written in brand names and 96% are written in small letter. About 60% of the prescription contain dose of the drug and 90% of drug dosage forms are included. Among 50 prescription, 36% are eligible for reading, 48% are partially eligible and 16% are not eligible for reading.

CONCLUSION

Prescription audits is an educational activity, which promotes high-quality patient care and which should carried out regularly. It act as a simple tool for evaluating the actual performance and in planning corrective actions to reduce the risk of medication error. A prescription audit is to designed to measure the compliance with the standards of the proven clinical practice and to record the required and the documented changes in the clinical practice, which are shown by the re-audits.
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